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Regulating Global Security
Insights from Conventional and Unconventional Regimes
Draws from several generations of regime theory with a particular emphasis
on key constitutive effects of the productive power
Divides cases into regime ‘clusters’: WMDs (nuclear, chemical and biological
weapons), humanitarian cluster (SALWs, APLs, CMs) and a ‘unconventional’
cluster (drugs, cyber weapons)
Expands the reach beyond weapons while maintaining the focus on the realm
of global security
This edited collection presents an innovative approach to global security regimes. Employing
both conceptual and empirical studies, the volume examines three empirically-oriented sets of
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cases: weapons of mass destruction, humanitarian disarmament and unconventional threats.
The book combines interrogations of the most prominent prohibition/regulatory regimes while
covering WMDs, humanitarian issues and other agendas such as drugs, endangered species
and cyber security. It will be of interest to academics and researchers in International
Relations and Security Studies.
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